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Looks like the Hastert trial has been pushed back AGAIN,
until October this time. 
 
If you have any information about Hastert's proclivities,
even if it's simply rumors that you heard prior to his
indictment, I strongly suggest you contact officials. 
 

Hastert Lawsuit Trial Moved from Sept. to October; Judge Still Mulling …
The long saga of the James Doe lawsuit against former Speaker of the U.S. House
of Representatives Dennis Hastert was delayed again on Tuesday.

http://www.wspynews.com/news/local/hastert-lawsuit-trial-moved-from-sept-to-october-j…

The crux of this case is if James Doe violated the NDA, discussing non-public

information with others. 

 

If that information was already public, it undermines Hastert's case. 

 

So to whomever stated that their grandma in Iowa warned them to stay away from

him at pig roasts...

If you were a wrestler or a congressional page who heard stories about Hastert... or if

you knew one who did. 

 

No matter if it was sexual exploitation of young boys or other criminal and/or

unethical behaviour,

or if you saw him commit perjury at the sentencing hearing... as the scope of the NDA

is not known to the public, documenting that any potential information it was meant

to conceal was already in the public domain outside the scope of Individual A's

network is very important.
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• • •

it's time to ensure that the truth about predators who use positions of power to

continue to abuse their victims comes to the front, and that they are made to bear the

consequences of their actions, and that their victims get justice.

If you want to share here, I can help mediate getting your info to the right place, as

different info is best suited to being placed in the hands of law enforcement, the

courts, or attorneys. 

 

But it can all make a difference. 

It already has.


